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Transitional Justice and Criminology have been largely work-

ing as separate fields of study, despite their shared concerns and

shortcomings. This short essay deals with one of those short-

comings, i.e., the disregard for economic or white-collar crimes

in both areas of research. Within Criminology and despite the

almost 100 years passed since the work of Sutherland,1 the

study of economic crimes is still marginal while ordinary

offences remain as the focus of mainstream research. In the

Transitional Justice field, the bloody crimes of murder, torture

or disappearance are generally in the spotlight, hiding the eco-

nomic and financial ventures that happen behind-the-scenes.

The result is that economic actors with the power to foster

dictatorships or a country’s bankruptcy, remain immune not

only to the criminal justice system but also to scholarly

research.

Here, we offer two good exceptions of this trend. These are

two books that shed light on the role of economic crimes in the

contexts of massive human rights violations, opening the path

for more research in this field. Transitional Justice and Cor-

porate Accountability from Below was released in 2020 and it is

very thought-provoking not only in terms of the topic but also

because it was collectively written by scholars from the Global

North and the Global South, who have also worked as experts

bringing corporations to court. For example, Andhes—an

Argentinean human rights organization in which one of the

authors, Gabriel Pereira, takes action—joined the prosecutor’s

case by representing Fidel Jacobo Ortiz, who had been

allegedly held and tortured in the detention center of the cor-

poration Fronterita.

In terms of content, the book looks into four different data

sets to explore grassroots efforts toward corporate accountabil-

ity. Notably, according to the authors, the struggle for account-

ability is not limited to criminal trials, as it also involves truth

commissions and civil procedures. The cases under study

include the Holocaust trials, World War II crimes in Japan, the

Rwandan genocide and processes under the Alien Tort Statute

in US courts. Because not even the conceptual category of

corporate crime within massive human rights violations has

been agreed upon, the book first defines it as inclusive of direct

complicity, forced or slave labor, financing of repression

and indirect complicity with violence via bank loans and others

(p. 13).

On the basis of these data sets, the study develops the notion

of “corporate accountability from below” understood as “the

efforts by domestic institutions in the Global South to hold

economic actors accountable for complicity in human rights

violations during dictatorships and armed conflict” (p. 17) or

as “the role of national courts in responding to victims’

demands for corporate accountability” (p. 214). In these

regards, the authors seem to use the notion of “below” to refer

to domestic courts—as hierarchically “below” international

law—and to the Global South—as geographically and socio-

economically “below” the Global North. In a similar vein, the

book also refers to “bottom-up lawmaking” efforts to describe

how ordinary domestic legislation incorporates international

human rights standards (p. 40).

Under this logic, the book highlights that efforts by domestic

courts in the Global South have been somehow more successful

than the Global North and the international ones, but that this

fact has not been yet fully acknowledged. In their own words:

“the most successful outcomes for victims emerge from trials

in domestic courts in the Global South, and not in international

courts or foreign courts in the Global North” (p. 215). More-

over, the book shows that the southern efforts to achieve cor-

porate accountability have taken place both locally and at the

international level. To exemplify, they recall that an

“international legally binding instrument on transnational cor-

porations and other business enterprises with respect to human

rights” (p. 107) was sponsored by Ecuador and South Africa,

and co-sponsored by Bolivia, Cuba, and Venezuela, and sub-

sequently by Algeria, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Senegal

before the Human Rights Council. In contrast, the countries

from the Global North voted against the proposal. Notably, this
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pioneer is later relativized in the text when the authors

acknowledge that, indeed, most of the actions against corpora-

tions took place in three specific countries (Argentina, Colom-

bia and Chile) and not in the overall South.

Following with the analysis, the book identifies four neces-

sary pillars that make accountability possible: strong civil soci-

ety demand, strong domestic judicial leadership, strong

international pressure, and weak veto power players. For exam-

ple, in the study of the Holocaust and Japan, the authors state

that there were very low levels of corporate accountability and

highlight the absent of international pressure as the main expla-

nation behind this: “Global human rights agents, although they

existed, could not apply sufficient pressure to outweigh the

powerful veto from opposing global agents when the context

shifted away from corporate accountability” (p. 75). Indeed,

the authors understand that international pressure is somehow

the most relevant pillar and that, without it, the other efforts

might be insufficient. In their words: “Unless international

pressure is exerted, civil society groups, even with powerful

tools in the hands of institutional innovators, may be hard-

pressed to advance corporate accountability” (p. 223).

Overall, the book exposes interesting findings. For example,

almost 60% of the thirty-nine truth commissions with final

reports, “not only mention corporate complicity in human

rights violations during past authoritarian regimes or armed

conflict, [but also] name names of economic actors allegedly

involved in those abuses” (p. 167). In contrast, the outcomes

are not so cheerful in terms of judicial accountability as “only

two courts since the World War II cases have rendered guilty

verdicts against multinational companies for corporate compli-

city in human rights abuses during dictatorships and armed

conflict (Chevron-Ecuador and Ford-Argentina)” (p. 159). The

work could benefit from a clearer definition of “corporate

accountability from below” and a justification of the data sets

chosen to conduct the analysis, but these shortcomings do not

shadow the notable contribution that the book makes in order to

foster the study of economic crimes within transitional justice

research.

The other book that represents an outliner in the extended

dismissed of corporate accountability within criminological

and transitional justice studies is Fuga de capitales en la

Argentina (1976-1983). Corrupción y delitos de cuello blanco

[Flight of capitals in Argentina (1976-1983). Corruption and

white-collar crimes]. The author, Andrés Gabriel Gómez, iden-

tifies and defines the concept of “flight of capital,” its mechan-

isms, and economic outcomes. Even when there are not fixed

definitions, he defines the concept as money flows that are

extracted from the economy of a country to a foreign destiny.

These capital outflows can be legal or illegal. The author is

interested in both, although he specifically focuses on the vio-

lation of tax and customs regulations, the falsification of bal-

ance sheets, and other facts that are carried out for or as a

consequence of this flight of capital by corporations and power-

holders. Notably, when the behavior is described as a crime, it

seems to respond to the original theoretical framework of

white-collar crime by Sutherland. In its both modalities, the

flight of capital is an ever-present topic of discussion in Argen-

tina and the rest of Latin America as it is a source of

“decapitalization of the local economies and of the subsequent

deficit in productive investment, employment and tax col-

lection” (p. 21). Despite these damaging outcomes, the flight

of capital is not always considered from a criminal perspective

but as an economic venture. This might be related to the link

between the flight of capital and the so-called tax havens which

are not subjected to control or public scrutiny.

The uniqueness of Gómez’s work is that it provides an anal-

ysis of Argentine economic history, mainly of the last and most

brutal civic-military dictatorship that took place between 1976

and 1983. The author states that, during the dictatorship, a

criminal plan was conceived and executed by high-ranking

officials, businesspeople, actors working on the financial mar-

ket, agro-exporters, arms dealers, and the military, all of them

belonging to the upper social circles. Gómez suggests that,

following this plan, the mentioned actors obtained an extraor-

dinary income based on the looting of the state resources.

Based on documentation and economic data, Gómez

explains that, along with the repressive political agenda, the

military government also carried out and economic program

aimed at replacing productive activities with a “new paradigm“

centered on financial investments (p. 55). This plan required

the support of international lenders, multilateral credit organi-

zations and foreign banks, which benefited from the collection

of commissions by placing surplus dollar flows in Argentina

and other Latin American countries. This plan included a mas-

sive external debt contracted by the de facto government and

Argentine corporations. The private external debt reached

21,278 million dollars at the end of 1983 while the public one

was multiplied by seven. Overall, “more than 37 billion dollars

were drained from Argentina during the dictatorship and went

mostly to tax havens” (p. 120)

The attempts to investigate these maneuvers encountered

great obstacles and they gradually lost strength and political

support. Today, the statutes of limitation seem to have already

expired for this type of crimes. However, the author of the book

understands that, although more than 4 decades have passed

since the end of the dictatorship and the crimes have indeed

prescribed if we consider them from an ordinary criminal law

perspective, there is still the possibility of achieving account-

ability. Gómez states that those lenders who granted the “loans

allowed the dictatorial regime to carry out its repressive plan

and therefore, could be prosecuted within the framework of

crimes against humanity, which do not abide by statutes of

limitation” (p. 115).

In this regard, it is relevant to mention that the crimes of the

dictatorship began to be prosecuted by the first democratic

government with the so-called Junta Trials of 1985 and that

these accountability efforts were later interrupted by the impu-

nity laws at the end of the 1980s and by the executive branch

pardons in the 1990s. However, a new opportunity arose after

the ruling of the Federal Supreme Court that, in 2005, estab-

lished that the crimes committed during the dictatorship
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ing as separate fields of study, despite their shared concerns and

shortcomings. This short essay deals with one of those short-

comings, i.e., the disregard for economic or white-collar crimes

in both areas of research. Within Criminology and despite the

almost 100 years passed since the work of Sutherland,1 the

study of economic crimes is still marginal while ordinary

offences remain as the focus of mainstream research. In the

Transitional Justice field, the bloody crimes of murder, torture

or disappearance are generally in the spotlight, hiding the eco-

nomic and financial ventures that happen behind-the-scenes.

The result is that economic actors with the power to foster

dictatorships or a country’s bankruptcy, remain immune not

only to the criminal justice system but also to scholarly

research.

Here, we offer two good exceptions of this trend. These are

two books that shed light on the role of economic crimes in the

contexts of massive human rights violations, opening the path

for more research in this field. Transitional Justice and Cor-

porate Accountability from Below was released in 2020 and it is

very thought-provoking not only in terms of the topic but also

because it was collectively written by scholars from the Global

North and the Global South, who have also worked as experts

bringing corporations to court. For example, Andhes—an

Argentinean human rights organization in which one of the

authors, Gabriel Pereira, takes action—joined the prosecutor’s

case by representing Fidel Jacobo Ortiz, who had been

allegedly held and tortured in the detention center of the cor-

poration Fronterita.

In terms of content, the book looks into four different data

sets to explore grassroots efforts toward corporate accountabil-

ity. Notably, according to the authors, the struggle for account-

ability is not limited to criminal trials, as it also involves truth

commissions and civil procedures. The cases under study

include the Holocaust trials, World War II crimes in Japan, the

Rwandan genocide and processes under the Alien Tort Statute

in US courts. Because not even the conceptual category of

corporate crime within massive human rights violations has

been agreed upon, the book first defines it as inclusive of direct

complicity, forced or slave labor, financing of repression

and indirect complicity with violence via bank loans and others

(p. 13).

On the basis of these data sets, the study develops the notion

of “corporate accountability from below” understood as “the

efforts by domestic institutions in the Global South to hold

economic actors accountable for complicity in human rights

violations during dictatorships and armed conflict” (p. 17) or

as “the role of national courts in responding to victims’

demands for corporate accountability” (p. 214). In these

regards, the authors seem to use the notion of “below” to refer

to domestic courts—as hierarchically “below” international

law—and to the Global South—as geographically and socio-

economically “below” the Global North. In a similar vein, the

book also refers to “bottom-up lawmaking” efforts to describe

how ordinary domestic legislation incorporates international

human rights standards (p. 40).

Under this logic, the book highlights that efforts by domestic

courts in the Global South have been somehow more successful

than the Global North and the international ones, but that this

fact has not been yet fully acknowledged. In their own words:

“the most successful outcomes for victims emerge from trials

in domestic courts in the Global South, and not in international

courts or foreign courts in the Global North” (p. 215). More-

over, the book shows that the southern efforts to achieve cor-

porate accountability have taken place both locally and at the

international level. To exemplify, they recall that an

“international legally binding instrument on transnational cor-

porations and other business enterprises with respect to human

rights” (p. 107) was sponsored by Ecuador and South Africa,

and co-sponsored by Bolivia, Cuba, and Venezuela, and sub-

sequently by Algeria, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Senegal

before the Human Rights Council. In contrast, the countries

from the Global North voted against the proposal. Notably, this
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pioneer is later relativized in the text when the authors

acknowledge that, indeed, most of the actions against corpora-

tions took place in three specific countries (Argentina, Colom-

bia and Chile) and not in the overall South.

Following with the analysis, the book identifies four neces-

sary pillars that make accountability possible: strong civil soci-

ety demand, strong domestic judicial leadership, strong

international pressure, and weak veto power players. For exam-

ple, in the study of the Holocaust and Japan, the authors state

that there were very low levels of corporate accountability and

highlight the absent of international pressure as the main expla-

nation behind this: “Global human rights agents, although they

existed, could not apply sufficient pressure to outweigh the

powerful veto from opposing global agents when the context

shifted away from corporate accountability” (p. 75). Indeed,

the authors understand that international pressure is somehow

the most relevant pillar and that, without it, the other efforts

might be insufficient. In their words: “Unless international

pressure is exerted, civil society groups, even with powerful

tools in the hands of institutional innovators, may be hard-

pressed to advance corporate accountability” (p. 223).

Overall, the book exposes interesting findings. For example,

almost 60% of the thirty-nine truth commissions with final

reports, “not only mention corporate complicity in human

rights violations during past authoritarian regimes or armed

conflict, [but also] name names of economic actors allegedly

involved in those abuses” (p. 167). In contrast, the outcomes

are not so cheerful in terms of judicial accountability as “only

two courts since the World War II cases have rendered guilty

verdicts against multinational companies for corporate compli-

city in human rights abuses during dictatorships and armed

conflict (Chevron-Ecuador and Ford-Argentina)” (p. 159). The

work could benefit from a clearer definition of “corporate

accountability from below” and a justification of the data sets

chosen to conduct the analysis, but these shortcomings do not

shadow the notable contribution that the book makes in order to

foster the study of economic crimes within transitional justice

research.

The other book that represents an outliner in the extended

dismissed of corporate accountability within criminological

and transitional justice studies is Fuga de capitales en la

Argentina (1976-1983). Corrupción y delitos de cuello blanco

[Flight of capitals in Argentina (1976-1983). Corruption and

white-collar crimes]. The author, Andrés Gabriel Gómez, iden-

tifies and defines the concept of “flight of capital,” its mechan-

isms, and economic outcomes. Even when there are not fixed

definitions, he defines the concept as money flows that are

extracted from the economy of a country to a foreign destiny.

These capital outflows can be legal or illegal. The author is

interested in both, although he specifically focuses on the vio-

lation of tax and customs regulations, the falsification of bal-

ance sheets, and other facts that are carried out for or as a

consequence of this flight of capital by corporations and power-

holders. Notably, when the behavior is described as a crime, it

seems to respond to the original theoretical framework of

white-collar crime by Sutherland. In its both modalities, the

flight of capital is an ever-present topic of discussion in Argen-

tina and the rest of Latin America as it is a source of

“decapitalization of the local economies and of the subsequent

deficit in productive investment, employment and tax col-

lection” (p. 21). Despite these damaging outcomes, the flight

of capital is not always considered from a criminal perspective

but as an economic venture. This might be related to the link

between the flight of capital and the so-called tax havens which

are not subjected to control or public scrutiny.

The uniqueness of Gómez’s work is that it provides an anal-

ysis of Argentine economic history, mainly of the last and most

brutal civic-military dictatorship that took place between 1976

and 1983. The author states that, during the dictatorship, a

criminal plan was conceived and executed by high-ranking

officials, businesspeople, actors working on the financial mar-

ket, agro-exporters, arms dealers, and the military, all of them

belonging to the upper social circles. Gómez suggests that,

following this plan, the mentioned actors obtained an extraor-

dinary income based on the looting of the state resources.

Based on documentation and economic data, Gómez

explains that, along with the repressive political agenda, the

military government also carried out and economic program

aimed at replacing productive activities with a “new paradigm“

centered on financial investments (p. 55). This plan required

the support of international lenders, multilateral credit organi-

zations and foreign banks, which benefited from the collection

of commissions by placing surplus dollar flows in Argentina

and other Latin American countries. This plan included a mas-

sive external debt contracted by the de facto government and

Argentine corporations. The private external debt reached

21,278 million dollars at the end of 1983 while the public one

was multiplied by seven. Overall, “more than 37 billion dollars

were drained from Argentina during the dictatorship and went

mostly to tax havens” (p. 120)

The attempts to investigate these maneuvers encountered

great obstacles and they gradually lost strength and political

support. Today, the statutes of limitation seem to have already

expired for this type of crimes. However, the author of the book

understands that, although more than 4 decades have passed

since the end of the dictatorship and the crimes have indeed

prescribed if we consider them from an ordinary criminal law

perspective, there is still the possibility of achieving account-

ability. Gómez states that those lenders who granted the “loans

allowed the dictatorial regime to carry out its repressive plan

and therefore, could be prosecuted within the framework of

crimes against humanity, which do not abide by statutes of

limitation” (p. 115).

In this regard, it is relevant to mention that the crimes of the

dictatorship began to be prosecuted by the first democratic

government with the so-called Junta Trials of 1985 and that

these accountability efforts were later interrupted by the impu-

nity laws at the end of the 1980s and by the executive branch

pardons in the 1990s. However, a new opportunity arose after

the ruling of the Federal Supreme Court that, in 2005, estab-

lished that the crimes committed during the dictatorship
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encompassed crimes against humanity and, therefore, must be

regarded as imprescriptible. This ruling was accompanied by a

declaration of invalidity of the impunity laws by the Parlia-

ment. It was then that, after a paralysis of 30 years due to

amnesty laws, more and broader trials started to be carried out.

The new wave of trials conceives crimes against humanity as

imprescriptible, according to the international law of human

rights, and could be a suitable arena to prosecute those involved

in the flight of capital, regardless statutes of limitation.

Unfortunately, a shortcoming of the book is that it is

restricted to Sutherland’s initial formulation of white-collar

crime, which prevents the author from establishing interesting

and necessary theoretical dialogues with most recent contribu-

tions, including the categories of social harm, governmental

crime, state-corporate crime, crimes of globalization and finan-

cial crimes.2 The work could have also benefit from an analysis

of the legal dimensions of the phenomenon of flight of capital

and the differentiation between behaviors that constitute crimes

under the law and those which have not been legally identified

as crimes but that nevertheless produce social harm. However,

these limitations are also understandable, since the author

wants to narrow down his analysis to a proposal that can foster

criminal prosecution of these crimes in Argentina today. There-

fore, according to his understanding, the notion of white-collar

crime in dialogue with the concept of crimes against humanity

are sufficient to judge members of the economic cabinet of the

dictatorship and members of private corporations who partici-

pated in the credit procedures.

In sum, these two books are inspiring inputs to the still very

narrow field of corporate accountability within transitional pro-

cesses. Probably because of the political relevance of the topic,

both books offer not only scholarly analyses but also program-

matic visions. After all, we do not only want to better under-

stand white-collar and corporate crimes; we also want to stop

them and bring perpetrators to justice.

Notes

1. Sutherland, E. H. (1940, February). White-collar criminality.

American Sociological Review, 5 (1), 1–12.

2. See e.g., Friedrichs, D. O. (2002). State-corporate crime in a glo-

balized world: Myth or major challenge? In G. W. Potter (Ed.),
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The work Böhm presents aims at the proposition of a concep-

tual criminological category capable not only of embracing

within its analysis individual crimes, but also to identify struc-

tures and processes of violence that strike Latin America. For

that approach, the author utilizes the concept of “crimes of

maldevelopment” as a way to explain the structural interdepen-

dence relationship and the invisible forms of violence commit-

ted in Latin-American countries, mainly in the name of

international economic interests, based on eight specific cases.

In that way, the introduced concept allows new ways of think-

ing and searching for accountability, reparation, and reintegra-

tion in conflictive situations involving the dynamic of

violences in the outskirts of global capitalism.

The book is therefore divided into three parts. The first one,

which comprises chapters 1 and 2, covers the existing geopo-

litical contrasts between the Global South and North. Generat-

ing factors of regulatory dependence and Latin-American

economic deregulation, mostly through free trade agreements

signed with foreign countries and the implementation of legis-

lative decrees by the Latin states, are listed. The author argues

that these agreements are part of a project of neo-extractivism

and financialization of nature.

This deregulation project does not exist solely by the dis-

proportionality on the distribution of land advantages, being

also the direct result of practices, discourses, activities, and

omissions by specific actors and in specific contexts that create,

in a similar way, visible and invisible violences against Latinx

people. The author works with concepts of violence as pre-

sented by Johan Galtung (1969, 2013), whose approach departs

from contexts in which major inequalities between peripheral

and central states are studied as the origin of local and inter-

national violences.

Thus, the second part of this project presents case studies

that elucidate the effects of economic deregulation and the

violences practiced in Latin America. The author emphasizes

structural and cultural violences, which cannot be easily mea-

sured due to not being individualized behaviors like physical

violence. Chapters 3 and 4 deepen the issues related to invisible

violence, relating it to concrete cases involving the actions of

major private companies such as the agricultural, mining,

hydrocarbons, and clean energy sectors. The cases of unregu-

lated exploration studied in these topics are (1) Salaverna El

Peñasquito (Mexico); (2) Texaco/Chevron (Ecuador); (3)

Ralco (Chile); 4) MOCASE (Argentina); (5) Lote 8 (Guate-

mala); (6) the Baguazo (Peru); (7) Matopiba (Brazil); and (8)
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Valle de Siria (Honduras). Böhm concluded that even though

these cases were publicized in different ways through the

media, testimonies, and scientific fonts, they are connected

by the existence of physical and direct violence. The differen-

tial factor between them is the moment: visible violence might

happen both in a quick way, as shootings and physical aggres-

sions perpetrated by security personnel, and in a way that can-

not be perceived immediately, as exemplified by the cases of

contamination by toxic waste and pollutants disposed of by

companies, with long-term effects that range from pain to suf-

fering and, at last, death.

The last part of the book carries Chapters 5 and 6, in which

the author makes relations between the State’s omission and

neoliberalism, shown through the prioritization of state inter-

ventions in benefit of the global market and to the detriment of

its populations. Through the promise of development, made

both internationally and locally, the results of this process point

not only to the relegation of individuals and populations but

also to their criminalization. Besides, the author indicates the

need of identifying the people responsible for deregulatory

actions and their victims, since these are harms committed by

people made of flesh and bone, which carry on these conducts

because they are endorsed by the sovereign, economic and

cultural power. Böhm also develops the concept of crimes of

maldevelopment in the sense of presenting it as a group of

communications and activities in the context of policies and

economic projects at international, transnational, regional and

national levels, which make the satisfaction of basic needs

difficult in a collective level, eventually leading, directly or

indirectly, to the exercise of cultural, structural of physical

violence that prevents the sustainable and integral development

of a whole population in terms of economic, cultural and legal

peace. Besides, the concept is based on other criminological

approaches such as White-collar crime and crimes of the pow-

erful; macro criminality; mass media studies; green criminol-

ogy; victimology; crimes of globalization; Latin-American

criminology; and the perspective of social harm itself.

In broad lines, the potentiality of this work lies in the critical

criminological development to and from the subordinate reality

of Latin America as from the conceptual category of crime of

maldevelopment. This category seeks to surpass the actions of

foreign economic actors, extending itself to the omission of the

Latin-American states themselves towards their people. Only in

this way it is possible to identify and comprehend the operational

way of this criminality and, subsequently, build new strategies

and tactics of action to prevent and repair these harms.

Aiming towards the necessary critic made by Böhm to the

permissive neoliberalism that is responsible for continuous

atrocities committed by the States and private actors within the

context of economic marginalization, other authors converse

with the work, sometimes taking different approaches.

Mbembe (2018) argues that the constitution of humanity,

since the Modern State, prescinds the construction of the Other,

ruled by race. Böhm thus analyses the effects of environmental

destruction in marginalized territories to show how today,

within the neoliberal corporative logic, the companies and the

state articulate to keep the sovereign power of killing and

exploring the Other. Therefore, even though the interests lined

in the digital infrastructure of the imperialist countries have

expanded, territorial disputes have not ended, being that Latin

America is the supplier of natural resources and that the strug-

gle for the domination and ownership in this abundant territory

is an everyday reality. The physical and structural violences,

backboned by cultural violence, are kept through a sophisti-

cated power logic that guarantees the economic interests of

major corporations, states, and the global market, with support

and legitimation of other fonts as media and civil society.

In that sense, the relation of colonialist criminology intro-

duced by Agozino (2003) in the context of environmental

racism and patriarchalism that involve the criminality of mal-

development is truly identified when Böhm emphasizes the

masculinization of extractivist territories. In these circum-

stances, women suffer from a doubled victimization, such as

when the profile of populations afflicted by local and interna-

tional violences, identified as being mainly black people, orig-

inal peoples, peasant women, and indigenous are highlighted.

Therefore, the deaths and suffering of these groups are natur-

alized and carried by complete social indifference, which

permeates not only the discourses of foreign actors but also the

State’s and civil society’s. Thus, the maintenance of the modus

operandi of maldevelopment criminality demands the dehuma-

nization and maintenance as such of certain groups of society

(Fanon, 2020; Mbembe, 2018).

Hereupon, considering the author touches crucial points on

the relationship between economic deregulation and neoliberal-

ism, especially as an aggravating of international negotiations

with local countries employing compliance, Fanon’s (2020) con-

cept on the desire of being another may contribute to the con-

frontation of this problematic. Part of the subordinated society

contributes to certain practices of violence, mainly because they

wish to be the Other, the power-detainer colonizer. As well

explained by Böhm, the Global South has been a target to pro-

cesses of infliction of pain and suffering carried on by the coun-

tries of the Global North, which keep colonizing and exploring

Latin regions without any form of limitation and accountability.

This reality has become even more serious due to the way it is

propagated, mainly through rationality imposed onto the cor-

porative logic of economic deregulation.

Another major point of the book is situated in the search for

an alternative and effective path to the reality of economic

deregulation and violence in Latin America, through the

accountability of economic actors. It therefore dislocates the

look from structuralist explanations to the microphysics

located in the realities of those who live within violences deri-

vative from the crimes of maldevelopment, principally through

a trans and multidisciplinary approach. Hence it is important to

pinpoint field-produced scientific works that aim to give visi-

bility to the words of environmental victims, attributing reality

and life to those responsible for social harms. These studies’

strength lies precisely on the identification of the individua-


